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A brief overview of the IPCC
Second Assessment Report

—Bert Bolin, Chairman, Intergovernmental Panel oh
Climate Change (IPCC)

f • Ihe IPCC's Second Assessment Report, finalized in
I December 1995, was a massive undertaking.

A Policymakers and others interested in the climate
change issue are still absorbing the Second Assessment
Synthesis, the three Summaries for Policymakers, and the
2,000-plus underlying pages. This process will take some
time to complete.

In my role as Chairman, I am regularly asked to make
presentations on the Report. Clearly, any brief talk or
article must be selective and in that sense somewhat sub-
jective. But as a way of encouraging readers to explore
the original volumes (see ordering information below), I
can offer the following survey of some of the IPCC's key
findings.

The climate system
* Atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases are

still rising and thus increasing the positive radiative
forcing of climate. This tends to warm the surface of the
earth and to bring about other associated changes in the
earth's climate. The slow-down that was observed during
1990-1993 in carbon dioxide's rate of increase has come
to an end.

* The enhanced concentrations of tropospheric
aerosols (dust and other small particles in the lower
atmosphere) resulting from the combustion of fossil
fuels, biomass burning and other sources cause some
negative forcing (both directly and indirectly).

This forcing is not uniform world-wide but is felt in
particular regions and subcontinental areas where
aerosols are present. At the local level it can be large
enough to more than offset the positive forcing due to
greenhouse gases. Cm the continental-to-hemispheric
scale it affects climate change patterns. Aerosols reduce
the enhanced global radiative forcing caused by

greenhouse gases by about one third (ranging between 20
and 40%).

* Considerable advances have been made in
distinguishing human-induced climate change from natural
climate variability. A major area of progress is the shift in
focus from studies of global mean changes to compari-
sons of modelled vs. observed spatial and temporal pat-
terns of climate change. Uncertainties still remain con-
cerning some key factors. Nevertheless, the balance of
evidence now suggests that there is a discernible human
influence on climate.

* For the mid-range IPCC scenarios of future emis-
sions, and assuming the best estimate value of climate
sensitivity, models project an increase in global mean
surface air temperature of about 2°C by the year 2100 (in
addition to what may have been induced by human emis-
sions so far). Due to uncertainties about future emissions
and the climate system's sensitivity to radiative forcing,
the uncertainty range of this projection is 1-3.5°C.

* Because of the oceans' thermal inertia, only 50-90%
of the eventual equilibrium temperature change would
have been realized by 2100. Temperature would continue
to increase beyond 2100, even if concentrations of
greenhouse gases were stabilized at that time. The
projected sea-level rise is estimated to range from 15 to
95 cm, with a best estimate of 50 cm by the year 2100.
Sea level would continue to rise even after the global
climate and the mean temperature would have stabilized.

* Regional temperature changes may differ substantially
from die change in the global mean. It is, however, not yet
possible to describe with certainty how.
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Impacts
The IPCC also looked at the

environmental impacts of climate
change. Here we encounter the
fundamental difficulty that the
regional distributions of climate
change can still not be well projected.
We can tell, for example, that the
continents, particularly at high
latitudes, will warm more quickly
than the oceans. We can also draw
other general condusions, but the
impacts of a climate change on
individual countries and their people
still remain quite uncertain.

Nevertheless:
* Models project that as a

consequence of possible changes in
temperature and water availability, a
substantial fraction (a global average
of one third, varying by region from
one seventh to two thirds) of the
existing forested areas of the earth
will undergo major changes in broad
vegetation types. The greatest
changes would occur at high, latitudes
and the smallest in the tropics.
Climate change is expected to occur
at a rate that would be rapid relative to
the speed at which forest species
grow, reproduce, and re-establish
themselves.

* Deserts are likely to become
more extreme, in that, with few
exceptions, they are projected to
become hotter but not significantly
wetter.

* Global warming will lead to an
intensification of the global
hydrological cycle and will have
major impacts on regional water
resources. Changes in the total
amount of precipitation and in its
frequency and intensity are likely to
directly affect the magnitude and
timing of runoff and the intensity of
floods and droughts.

* The productivity of agriculture
and forestry is projected to increase
in some areas and decrease in others.
Existing studies show that, on the
whole, global agricultural production
could be maintained in the face of
climate change projected under
doubled equivalent carbon dioxide

equilibrium conditions (i.e. a
scenario where the combined effect
of all greenhouse gases is equivalent
to that of a doubling of carbon
dioxide concentrations over the pre-
industrial level).

The distribution of productive land
will most likely change, improving
yields in some regions but causing
significant set-backs in others. This
conclusion takes into account the
beneficial effects of carbon dioxide
fertilization—implying more
growth at higher carbon dioxide
concentrations — but does not allow
for possible changes in the
occurrence of pests.

* Climate change is likely to have
wide-ranging and mostly adverse
impacts on human health. Direct
effects include increases in
mortality and illness (particularly
cardio-respiratory-related) due to an
anticipated increase in the intensity
and duration of heat waves. Indirect
effects of climate change would
include increases in the potential
transmissions of vector-bome
infectious diseases such as malaria,
dengue, yellow fever, and some viral
encephalitis.

* Developing countries will most
likely be more seriously affected by
climate change than developed
countries. They may also have fewer
options for adapting.

* Estimates of damage costs
remain uncertain. Therefore the
question of how serious a climate
change may be must largely be
judged by governments and their
citizens on the basis of qualitative
assessments such as those provided
by the IPCC.

Response options
* Analyses suggest that a prudent

way to deal with climate change is
through a portfolio of actions aimed
at limiting emissions, adapting to
impacts, and improving our know-
ledge. The appropriate portfolio will
differ from country to country. The
challenge for today is not to find the
best policy for the next 100 years,

but to select a prudent strategy and to
adjust it over time in the light of new
information.

•Significant "noregrets"
opportunities are available in most
countries. In addition, the risk of
aggregate net damage due to climate
change, the consideration of risk
aversion, and the precautionary
principle all provide rationales for
action beyond no regrets.

* Possible actions that policy-
makers could consider include:

- implementing energy efficiency
measures, including removing
institutional barriers to improvements
in energy efficiency;

- phasing out existing distortionary
policies that increase greenhouse gas
emissions, such as subsidies,
regulations, the non-intemalization of
environmental costs, and distortions
in transport and agricultural pricing;

- implementing cost-effective fuel-
switching measures from more to less
carbon-intensive and carbon-free
fuels, such as renewables;

- introducing measures to enhance
sinks or reservoirs of greenhouse
gases by, for example, improving
forest management and land-use
practices.

* Flexible, cost-effective policies
relying on economic incentives and
instruments, as well as coordinated
instruments, can considerably reduce
mitigation and adaptation costs or
increase the cost-effectiveness of
emission reduction measures O

The synthesis and policymakers
summaries are available at no
charge via the internet at httpJI
www.unep.ch/ipcc/ipcc95.htntl, or as
a booklet from IPCC, WMO Bldg.,
CP 2300,1211 Geneva 2,
Switzerland. The full report can be
ordered from Cambridge University
Press, Publishing Division, The
Edinburgh Building, Shaftesbury
Road, Cambridge CB2 2RU, United
Kingdom, tel. (44-1223) 325970, fax
(44-1223) 325959.


